T he Diocese of Westminster's annual pilgrimage to Lourdes in 2012 was not off to an auspicious start. Train delays, detours through central Paris as a result of the Tour de France, and a missed connection all extended an already long train journey by several hours. Some passengers became increasingly agitated, registering their complaints with representatives from the tour company as the day wore on. Yet once the train passed through Pau, the last station before arriving in Lourdes, the mood shift was palpable as pilgrims began organizing their belongings, excitedly chatting, and gazing out the window into the darkness in anticipation. When the train began to slow as we made our approach into Lourdes, everyone quickly rushed to the right side of the train car and pressed up against the glass. Seeming to appear out of the darkness, just visible beyond the trees and rooftops, was the glow of the shrine, illuminated by hundreds of candles. Some passengers had broad smiles, others appeared to wipe tears of joy from their faces, and others still quietly broke out into the Lourdes hymn. As we pulled into the station and began to disembark from the train, I quickly became disoriented trying to navigate the pressing sea of people and the chaos of trying to unload all the luggage of the less-able pilgrims as quickly as possible before the train began to move again Our Lady of Lourdes Sanctuary / Photo: Thomas M. Landy 28 | "This is a glimpse of Paradise": Encountering Lourdes Through Serial and Multisited Pilgrimage JOURNAL OF GLOBAL CATHOLICISM toward Tarbes. Others however had an established sense of how to proceed, and calmly directed me to the coaches that would take us to our respective hotels. I was still a relative newcomer compared to others, whom I would later learn had been going to Lourdes for decades and were deeply familiar with the rhythms of the shrine and town. It would become clear that for some of these pilgrims, Lourdes had become more than a place to journey to once a year to recharge the spiritual batteries; over the course of several pilgrimages, it was now home. govina. 4 Some pilgrims are self-described "pilgrimage junkies," perpetual pilgrims always on the road toward a sacred center, and in their vivid stories about their experience at Lourdes, pilgrims often made direct comparisons between Lourdes 3 Although there is evidence that individual English pilgrims began making the trek to Lourdes in the years following Bernadette's visions in 1858, the first organized English national pilgrimage to the shrine did not occur until May 1883, in order to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the apparitions. This national pilgrimage was explicitly linked in the English Catholic publication The Tablet with aspirations by Catholics to re-establish England as the so-called Dowry of Mary, stemming from the belief that England had occupied a privileged place in the heart of the Virgin Mary due to its strong Marian devotion prior to the English Reformation, "The English Pilgrimage to Lourdes," where the sacred geography of Lourdes mediates engagement with the divine order for pilgrims. This understanding of Lourdes as a thin space is not only grounded in the physical space of the site of the apparitions, but perhaps more importantly, in pilgrims' general assessment of the plane of human interactions occurring during a pilgrimage to Lourdes, distinguished by its valorization of the sick and suffering as well as of volunteer care work. Several pilgrims highlighted their witnessing of, and participation in, this idealized, inclusive moral vision as affording them a glimpse of Paradise. It was an opportunity to transcend the circumstances of their quotidian lives and touch the face of God, by enacting a Christic pattern of human relations which together point to the promise of the Kingdom of Heaven. From their perspective, they return to Lourdes on multiple pilgrimages as it provides them with a far more immediate, and perhaps more importantly, authentic engagement with the sacred than is possible at other shrines they have visited, 6 which do not valorize the sick and suffering, or possess the same medical infrastructure to host the sick and support this emphasis on volunteer care work, to the extent that Lourdes does.
6 The motif of thin spaces is also useful as a heuristic lens for exploring the range of modes by which the trope of authenticity mediates pilgrims' engagement both with sites such as the grotto that are understood as especially sacred, and also with other pilgrims, most notably through the act of caregiving. The trope of authenticity recurred frequently in the narratives and discourse of pilgrims I met on journeys to Lourdes. The term authenticity however is imperfect. Tourism studies in particular has struggled with the question of whether authenticity, as it was first proposed by Dean MacCannell, has become a tired, slippery, overworked trope no longer useful in understanding the tourist experience. 1991) . 10 The Sanctuary's most recent attendance estimates from the 2011 pilgrimage season place the total number of visitors to the shrine that year at nearly 6.3 million, an increase of 3.2% from 2010. Breaking down these numbers, the Sanctuary officials refer to so-called "recorded pilgrims," those pilgrims that go to Lourdes with organized groups registered with the Sanctuary, representing approximately five hundred pilgrimages and some 4-500 other groups. Nearly 800,000 recorded pilgrims travelled to Lourdes in 2011, and this statistic includes approximately 116,000 young people, 87,500 hospitaliers (pilgrims that go to Lourdes to volunteer), 53,600 sick pilgrims, 13,500 priests, and 437 bishops and other dignitaries. The geographic spread of these recorded pilgrims demonstrates an unsurprising predominance of western European pilgrimages, with pilgrims from France accounting for nearly 42% of visitors to the shrine, Italy -25%, Spain -7%, United Kingdom -4%, and Ireland at 3%, with pilgrims from Germany, Poland, and Belgium hovering around 2% of the total. Outside of western Europe, North America represents the highest number of recorded pilgrims at Lourdes, coming in at 2.1%. The Sanctuary has also observed an increasing preference for individual and family pilgrimages to Lourdes as opposed to larger group pilgrimages. 
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In addition to a faith imperative being one of the key motivations for serving as a caregiver at Lourdes, the desire to "be as Christ" in service to one's neighbor in fulfillment of the scriptural command, many helpers also referred to the reciprocal nature of their relationship with the Assisted Pilgrims 13 assigned to their care. Indeed, Lourdes has been described as having at its heart an "economy of caring exchange." 14 During formal interviews I would ask volunteer caregivers
whether or in what way they found their work in the Accueil with sick and disabled pilgrims rewarding. Some resisted my framing of their work as potentially rewarding, attempting to make it clear to me that they did not choose to work in Lourdes for themselves, with some form of benefit in mind. They wanted to emphasize the selfless nature of the act, or would refer to more general benefits such as the sense of community and fellowship established in the Accueil, 15 preferring to extend these rewards to the pilgrimage as a whole, rather than as a direct individual benefit drawn from interaction with the Assisted Pilgrims. Yet several helpers did perceive their work as not only gratifying, but deeply meaningful in the exchange that occurs between those providing care and those receiving it. This view is evoked by Caroline, a woman in her early thirties who was making her third pilgrimage to Lourdes as a helper:
13 Malades has been the historical term used to refer to sick pilgrims at Lourdes, and it is still in use by the Westminster diocesan pilgrimage to describe those pilgrims staying in the Accueil Marie Saint-Frai and requiring medical assistance and informal care, provided by volunteer helpers. The Catholic Association alternatively uses the term "assisted pilgrims" to describe this same category of pilgrim. It is defined in their handbook for helpers as "the preferred term for those who are ill or disabled who are staying in the Accueil and hotels, needing assistance from our team of helpers." I privilege the term "assisted pilgrim" throughout this chapter. there as constituting a second home and family:
I think the first year I came back…I came back the second year because the first time I was here I was ill, and missed quite a few things that I wanted to do myself, to sort of understand the place. I kinda feel at home here, it's the closest to what…Christ calls us to love God and to love our neighbor as our self, and to me this is the place where you see that happening the most. Everyone is treated with respect, and we as helpers learn from those we're caring for as well.
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The apparent mantra that I heard continuously repeated by Lourdes helpers as they understand their relationship to sick pilgrims, the idea that "I wasn't helping, but being helped," is evoked here. Moreover, it is very clearly linked to a sense of community for this woman, and most importantly for the purposes of this article, a sense of feeling at home in Lourdes, informed by a deep familiarity with the place established over thirteen years of pilgrimages as well as her experience of the Christian love command, fully realized in a unique and highly charged environment. Her faith and its embodied enactment is grounded in Lourdes through recurrent practice, and for this reason she considers the shrine to be akin to a second home. Danielle also refers to the addictive nature of pilgrimage generally and helping specifically which I will return to shortly, that comes with the friendships that are forged and the meaning that is derived from care work.
"I WILL GO HERE EVERY YEAR UNTIL I DIE"
Beyond a general sense of community that is understood to be established during the pilgrimage, highly individualized factors external to group dynamics contribute to pilgrims' decisions whether or not to return, including a felt sense of obligation, that out of devotion to Mary and most especially in their requests for help or acts of thanksgiving, they must go to Lourdes continually. Dennis alludes to an element of the pilgrimage experience I quickly noticed was being continually referenced in both my interviews with informants and casual conversations, as well as something I admittedly began to gradually sense within myself: that is, the highly addictive nature of pilgrimage to the shrine. For many of the caregivers, it is those relationships formed with the sick pilgrims whom they serve as well as their fellow helpers that require renewal each summer and which drive their desire to return. Others describe being called back, being pulled back, or a burning need within them that is inexplicable. Beyond the attraction of community and the relationships formed at Lourdes, as well as the need to return in repeated ritual acts of thanksgiving, serial pilgrimages to Lourdes in a sense become almost inexplicably compulsive for those who undertake them.
In Pilgrim Stories, based on her research on the Camino de Santiago in the early 1990s, Nancy Frey observes that for pilgrims who return to traverse The Way, many describe themselves in very similar fashion to contemporary serial pilgrims to Lourdes, as "hooked" or "addicted" to pilgrimage, in a sense akin to dependence on a drug. Regarding this drug analogy however, Frey cautions: "The danger is that as a drug its impact becomes soporific and the pilgrimage a habit (familiar, well-known, and safe) rather than a stimulant for self-exploration. 
"LOURDES OFFERS MORE THAN JUST A PILGRIMAGE"
Yet the stories of several Lourdes pilgrims reveal that they do not feel this compulsive need to go to Lourdes alone. As I noted at the beginning of this article, the When you go to Lourdes, you realize the whole thing is Christocentric. The whole thing revolves around Christ, and she's just the sort of agent, together with Bernadette, to bring people to Christ and through Christ to the Father.
But if you don't dig into that, you don't see it. And the number of people saying, "Oh, you worship the Virgin Mary!" and I say, "Well no we don't, no we don't." You see Christ everywhere at Lourdes, in the sick, and in the helpers. You see him here in a truly special way, but people don't always see it.
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Like other pilgrims I interviewed about their experiences at Lourdes, Don was quick to dispel any perception that the devotions he engaged at the shrine amounted to "Mariolatry." In his reflection on his experience visiting some of the more well-known European Marian apparition shrines, he describes all, as Isabelle did, as pointing the way toward Christ. Yet he then proceeds to single out Lourdes in particular as Christocentric for its focus on the sick and those who care for them, for the "Christic pattern of human relations" 26 enacted at the shrine.
Indeed, when discussing their experience at Lourdes and at other Marian shrines, this Christic pattern of human relations, this valorization of the sick and of suffering at Lourdes, 27 was often the justification pilgrims provided for privileging
Lourdes over the other shrines they had visited. Of course, it is perhaps unremarkable to observe that pilgrims to Lourdes, who have invested considerable funds, time, and effort to visit the shrine, would have a particular devotion to the site, and would privilege it over others they had frequented over the years. What is remarkable however is the way the valorization of the sick, and perhaps even more importantly the nature of the relationships between caregivers and care receivers at the shrine in their most idealized forms, become a point of demarcation for pilgrims between Lourdes and other sites.
This is made clear in the accounts of two volunteer caregivers in particular, Lina and Josh. Lina, a woman in her early sixties with an infectious smile and easy laugh, had seven years of experience working at Lourdes, mostly helping to prepare and serve meals as well as visiting Assisted Pilgrims in the Accueil. For her, service to the sick was at the very heart of the mission of Lourdes, and distinguished it from other shrines she had visited:
Lourdes was the perfect place to come. I've been to Fatima, I've been to Czestochowa, where there's the Black Madonna in Poland, I've been to the Holy Land, but I've always been a pilgrim. But Lourdes is the perfect place to be, because you can be more than just a pilgrim. You can be a handmaid, and it's very rewarding in a way you don't get in other places. They're not designed in the same way for people in wheelchairs, or stretchers or whatever. They're 27 In her research on English pilgrimages to Lourdes during the mid-1980s, Andrea Dahlberg distinguishes between two discourses that she observed among pilgrims: a miracle discourse and a sacrificial discourse. The miracle discourse, according to Dahlberg, is directed toward the miraculous transcendence of bodily suffering in the here and now, through the hoped-for vehicle of a sudden and dramatic cure. The sacrificial discourse is more concerned with the "long game," redefining bodily suffering as a form of sacrifice, with complete transcendence of this suffering accomplished in the afterlife. Although the sacrificial discourse identified by Dahlberg related primarily to the physical suffering of sick and disabled pilgrims, I also observed it being employed during the course of my own research not only by or in relation to Assisted Pilgrims, but also volunteer caregivers. Andrea Dahlberg, "The Body as a Principle of Holism: Three Pilgrimages to Lourdes," in Contesting the Sacred: The Anthropology of Christian Pilgrimage, ed. John Eade and Michael J. Sallnow (London: Routledge, 1991) .
not designed for that. And here, the fact that Our Blessed Lady told Bernadette: "You dip yourself in these waters and you'll be healed," everyone expects some kind of healing experience, and for me I get great pleasure, and healing too, when I see people not as well as we are being happy. I've been several years as a helper now, and I get great joy from it. Lourdes offers more than just a pilgrimage. For me it does. It's the privilege to help others.
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The language employed by Lina, describing Lourdes as enabling one to "be more than just a pilgrim" recurred in the testimonies of other caregivers when reflecting on the motivations underlying their care work. Josh, an organizer with the Westminster diocese who, though raised Catholic, does not regularly attend Mass and does not consider himself to be particularly religious, nonetheless stresses his care work at Lourdes as an ideal opportunity to translate the Christian command of love for one's neighbor, which he fully subscribes to, from the pages of Scripture into practice:
I've always been as a helper, and personally I think I would find it quite difficult just to be a normal pilgrim and not come as a helper. I feel the need for His experience of religious faith is, from his telling, almost exclusively bound up in his care work. While his helping work is not underpinned by a clear faith motive per se, at the same time his understanding of the Christian ethical imperative is less theological than it is inherently tangible and grounded in praxis. It is purpose driven, it is acted upon, it is not pronounced from the pulpit but accomplished.
For Josh, pilgrimage to Lourdes serves as an ideal access point for tapping into the religious values of love and compassion for one's neighbor which he holds, which from his telling are unavailable to him at a site like Medjugorje, which he found "enormously unsatisfying." Our parish priest is a bit of a Lourdes fanatic and has really been pushing several of us from the church to go to Lourdes, but the diocesan pilgrimage in August is a week and that's too long for us to be away right now, and it's too expensive. So this one is perfect, because it's shorter and cheaper…But our priest said something that has really stayed with me. He said that Lourdes is a thin space, and what he means is that it is a place where the difference between heaven and earth is just so small. And I've just always liked that way of thinking about it, that Mary went to Lourdes and appeared there to Bernadette, and that her presence is still there. So I wanted to be there and experience that myself. is not only grounded in the grotto as the site of the apparition cycle, but also in pilgrims' general assessment of the plane of human interactions occurring during a pilgrimage to Lourdes that have been described up to this point. As Abigail, a serial pilgrim described it:
The faith is everywhere in Lourdes, it just surrounds you, this tremendous surge of faith. Everybody catches it off everybody else, so that by the end of the week you're all like it, and it's very hard to leave it. Because you know when you go back home it's not going to be like that and it should be, but it isn't. And there is so much kindness and even love in Lourdes that is missing back home, and it's a shame that the rest of the world isn't like this. Because this is a glimpse of Paradise, it really is. It's a glimpse of the face of God in everyone you meet, and of how life really should be. Tweed, Crossing and Dwelling, 158. that can quickly form between caregivers and care-receivers represents perhaps the most profound interpersonal example of a thin space. It is a thin space that is developed within the context of pilgrimage and that informs pilgrims' perceptions of authenticity and its value. Yet it is also important to attend to the ways in which this Christian ideal as a motive for caregiving becomes complicated in practice.
Caregiving is not easy. It is physically and emotionally taxing and is capable of exposing fault lines just as it holds the potential to mend them. There are instances where this care work may be challenged and resisted. Volunteer caregivers may be overwhelmed by their duties or feel a lack of support or inclusion within their team of helpers. Assisted Pilgrims may sense a loss of agency and dignity in the process of receiving care, or become anxious regarding the lack of professional experience on the part of most caregivers at Lourdes. I argue then for a nuanced reading of volunteer caregiving at Lourdes, one which focuses on developing the ethic of Christian service that is quite evident at Lourdes, yet also highlights points of contestation which may limit the actual reach of this ethic.
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While it is indeed important to explore what one pilgrim described as the "downsides of the pilgrimage," I maintain that for many caregivers and Assisted Pilgrims, 36 I have written more extensively elsewhere on the often complex and contested nature of care work at Lourdes, which in some cases may limit or undermine the idealized discourse regarding caregiving that pilgrims often espouse. and Assisted Pilgrims within the frame of pilgrimage that are most profound. 37 The sense of isolation that both caregivers and Assisted Pilgrims reported experiencing in the UK, as well as the individual's own personal boundaries and inhibitions, are dissolved in the thin space of the caregiving experience. The physical and emotional distance between relative strangers is narrowed, however briefly.
The thin space that is forged in the act of caregiving opens up a wide range of opportunities for pilgrims to encounter authenticity or to even become "authentic"
as they perceive it. Fr. Luke described Lourdes as a visionary place, a place that serves to remind us of "how life really, truly is, and really could be." Indeed, for several caregivers, Lourdes is not only a place to witness this model of life idealized in its truest, most authentic form, as they believe God intended it, but also to inhabit this authentic life fully themselves through their care work at the shrine.
Recall that for several caregivers, going to Lourdes and helping sick and disabled pilgrims was understood to be an opportunity to become who they should be, both as Christians striving to live in accordance with the command to love one's neighbor, and quite simply as contributing members of society. This is reminiscent of Arthur Kleinman's analysis of caregiving based upon his own experience caring for his wife is especially salient in underscoring the discourse of authenticity that can surround the act of caregiving and pilgrimage more broadly. He observes that it is a moral practice that can make caregivers and even those receiving care more present and thereby fully human. 38 This understanding of caregiving as being capable of completing our humanity, of allowing us to enter into the profound dynamic of a reciprocal encounter, is reinforced in the pilgrimages' own official discourse, with descriptions of service at Lourdes as an opportunity to become "most nearly ourselves," 39 cultivating and realizing our authentic subjective self in dialogue with others.
As I noted earlier in this article, pilgrims are drawn to Lourdes by complex and nuanced motivations. It is important to explore these motivations and the experiences underlying a pilgrim's choice to set out on a journey to the grotto of Lourdes or to any other sacred center, while recognizing that pilgrimage is inherently multiva- 
